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Aspects of 2D-Adaptive Fourier Decompositions
You Gao, Tao Qian, Vladimir Temlyakov, Long-fei Cao
Abstract—As a new type of series expansion, the so-called one-
dimensional adaptive Fourier decomposition (AFD) and its varia-
tions (1D-AFDs) have effective applications in signal analysis and
system identification. The 1D-AFDs have considerable influence
to the rational approximation of one complex variable and phase
retrieving problems, etc. In a recent paper, Qian developed 2D-
AFDs for treating square images as the essential boundary of the
2-torus embedded into the space of two complex variables. This
paper studies the numerical aspects of multi-dimensional AFDs,
and in particular 2D-AFDs, which mainly include (i) Numerical
algorithms of several types of 2D-AFDs in relation to image
representation; (ii) Perform experiments for the algorithms with
comparisons between 5 types of image reconstruction methods
in the Fourier category; and (iii) New and sharper estimations
for convergence rates of orthogonal greedy algorithm and pre-
orthogonal greedy algorithm. The comparison shows that the
2D-AFD methods achieve optimal results among the others.
Index Terms—Adaptive signal processing, Approximation al-
gorithms, Approximation error, greedy algorithms, Image repre-
sentation, Function approximation, Image decomposition
I. INTRODUCTION
IN this paper we continue to study a type of signal de-composition model, which has been developed recently
and phrased as adaptive Fourier decomposition (AFD) [1]–
[4]. This type of decomposition, with a number of variations
and in different contexts, may be said to be of the Fourier
type, but of sparse nature. By Fourier type, we mean that the
basic functions in the expansions consist of (non-tangential)
boundary limits of analytic functions, and in particular, rational
analytic functions. These analytic functions are defined in
the two regions in, respectively, the two sides of the mani-
fold on which the interested real-valued signals are defined.
Fourier decomposition (FD) is the traditional analysis tool
for expanding a signal that distributes the energy of a signal
evenly in all terms. Owing to the maximal selections of the
involved parameters, AFD stands as a more flexible method
to adaptively represent a function at a rapid pace.
Comparing with other approximation methods, mainly in-
cluding the traditional Fourier series, Fourier integral, wavelets
and frame, spline and neural network, etc., the AFD ones
may be said to be of the same nature as greedy algorithm
(GA) (or matching pursuit). It, however, was not motivated
by the GA studies [5]–[9], nor fell into any existing scope
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of GAs. AFD was motivated by the study of the positive
analytic instantaneous frequency representation of a signal and
is subtler and faster converging than any of the existing GAs in
the general reproducing kernel Hilbert space context. It lately
motivated a new type GA that we call pre-orthogonal greedy
algorithm (Pre-OGA) [3]. We present here some new results
on the rate of convergence of the weak orthogonal greedy algo-
rithm (WOGA) and the weak pre-orthogonal greedy algorithm
(WPre-OGA) in a general setting – for arbitrary Hilbert space
and any dictionary. Typical results on the rate of convergence
of greedy-type algorithms are as follows (see [9]). Under the
assumption that a given element (function) f belongs to a
special class (usually, it is the closure of the convex hull
of a symmetrized dictionary) we prove a bound for an error
after m iterations of the algorithm. This error bound depends
on the algorithm and on the class, but does not depend on
the individual element f from the class. We call such error
bounds a priori error bounds. A fundamentally new feature
of our results is that they provide a posteriori error bound.
For a given element f from a special class we provide, for
instance, for the WOGA error bounds, which take into account
easily accessible information from realization of the previous
m iterations of the algorithm to give a better error estimate
than the a priori one (see formula (40)).
Periodic signals may be viewed as signals defined on the
unit circle. In the circle context AFD expands a given signal
into a series of rational orthogonal functions, being in the span
of some shifted Szego˝ kernels and their derivatives in the unit
disc [1]. Denote by D the unit disc in the complex plane. For
a ∈ D, denote by ea the normalized Szego˝ kernel of the unit
disc D, and DS the dictionary consisting of all ea, viz.,
DS = {ea}a∈D, ea(z) =
√
1− |a|2
1− az .
Being different from the notation with a generic dictionary
context as used in section II, B [9], we adopt the notation ea,
a ∈ D, for a general dictionary element in DS . We note that
DS is redundant, and there is no orthogonality between differ-
ent ea’s. This notation is consistent with the literature [1]–[4],
[10]–[15]. Linear combinations of ea’s and their derivatives
are contained in H2(D), the Hardy space over the unit disc
D, abbreviated as H2. We aim at expanding functions into
linear combinations of Szego˝ kernels and their derivatives with
fast convergence in energy. Fastness of the AFD algorithms is
based on choosing of the parameters ak adaptively in D at
each step through utilizing the maximal selection principle
(MSP). A basic convergence rate is presented in [11]. While
the dictionary elements in DS are not orthogonal to each other,
AFD offers a clear expression of an orthonormal basis by
using the generalized backward shift transform to replace the
Gram-Schmidt orthogonalization process. On one hand, the
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generalized backward shift transform facilitates the algorithm
iterations. On the other hand, the system constructed through
AFD coincides with the Takenaka-Malmquist (TM) system
{Bk}∞k=1 [16]–[19]. Under the condition
∑∞
k=1(1 − |ak|) =
∞, any function f ∈ H2 can be expanded as
f =
∞∑
k=1
〈f,Bk〉Bk, Bk(z) =
√
1− |ak|2
1− akz
k−1∏
l=1
z − al
1− alz .
(1)
The TM system is then complete in H2 [20], [21]. We
sometimes use the notation Bk = B{a1,...,ak} to indicate the
parameter-dependence of Bk. The Laguerre basis [22], [23]
and two-parameter Kautz basis [24] are two special cases of
the TM system. The Fourier basis {zk}∞k=1 corresponds to the
case in which all ak’s in (1) are zero. On the other hand, a
sequence of the parameters ak’s selected under the maximal
selection principle of AFD may not satisfy the condition∑∞
k=1(1 − |ak|) = ∞, and therefore may not define a TM
basis. As compensation, the TM system, however, offers a fast
converging expansion of the originally given signal. Closely
related to the concept instantaneous frequency (IF) [25], AFD,
in fact, was motivated by the attempt of intrinsic positive
frequency decomposition of signals. It is noted that all Bk are
of non-negative frequency with respect to the time variable if
a1 is set to be zero [1], [11].
The concept of AFD is extended lately to include all sparse
representations in parametrized Szego˝ kernels of the context
including those from the contemporary learning theory [13].
For applications of AFD we refer to [10], [12], [14], [15]. We
note that based on a result of M. Weiss and G. Weiss in 1962,
Coifman and his colleges have been studying since 2000 a
particular functional decomposition method, called unwind-
ing Blaschke decomposition, with potential applications in
sound and biomedical signal analysis [26]–[28]. Their unwind-
ing Blaschke decomposition coincides with a decomposition
method independently developed in [2]. Apart from the one-
dimensional classical contexts, AFD has also been generalized
to multi-variables with either the several complex variables
setting or the Clifford algebra setting [3], [29]–[31]. It has
also been generalized to matrix-valued functions [32].
The present paper, as a compensation for the theoretical
work of Qian [3], is further development and completion in
several aspects of 2D-AFD including computerized algorithms
and sharper estimations of Pre-OGA. We concentrate on two
types of AFD in the rectangular region or equivalently on
the 2-torus, viz., the 2D-AFD of the product-TM system type
(Product AFD) and the two-dimensional pre-orthogonal greedy
algorithm type based on the product-Szego˝ dictionary (Pre-
OGA, or 2D-Pre-OGA). We formulate numerical algorithms of
the AFDs on the 2-torus that make the decomposition practical.
In the experiments we compare the proposed algorithms with
the Fourier decomposition (FD), the greedy algorithm (GA)
and the orthogonal greedy algorithm (OGA) on the product-
Szego˝ dictionary. We also deduce some error bound estimates
of OGA and Pre-OGA in general Hilbert space, that are
sharper than the previously obtained estimates.
This paper is organized as follows. In Section II, the
theory of the AFDs on the 2-torus is revised in relation
to the numerical algorithms of Product AFD and Pre-OGA.
In Section III we prove sharper convergence rates for OGA
and Pre-OGA. In Section IV we carry out experiments on
one toy and one real image data. We adopt Bhattacharyya
distance, PSNR and QA (MSSIM) as numerical indicators for
effectiveness measurement of the reconstruction algorithms.
Discussions and conclusions are drawn in Section V.
II. REVISED 2D SIGNAL DECOMPOSITION METHODS
In this section, we reformulate the AFD theory on the 2-
torus and propose the computerized numerical realization of
Product AFD and Pre-OGA. In our terminology AFD on the
2-torus includes four different types of which one is Product
AFD, and the other three are of the greedy algorithm type, all
being based on the product-Szego˝ dictionary, namely, (stan-
dard) greedy algorithm (GA), orthogonal greedy algorithm
(OGA), and pre-orthogonal greedy algorithm (Pre-OGA). For
Product AFD and Pre-OGA we refer to [3], and for GA and
OGA, in general, among others, we refer to [6]. The numerical
realization of Product AFD and Pre-OGA are labeled as,
respectively, Algorithms 1 and Algorithm 3. Algorithm 2 is
prescribed as the realization of applying the above-mentioned
algorithms to real-valued signals. The Fourier decomposition
in the two complex variables setting (FD) is a special case
of Product AFD. In fact, the realization of FD corresponds to
Algorithm 1 with all the parameters being zero.
Denoted by T the boundary of the unit disc D (D = {z ∈
C : |z| < 1}), and by L2(T2) the Hilbert space of 2D signals
with finite energy [33]. For f, g ∈ L2(T2), the inner product
is defined
〈f, g〉 = 1
4pi2
∫ pi
−pi
∫ pi
−pi
f(eit, eis)g(eit, eis)dtds.
All signals defined on the square [0, 2pi) ⊗ [0, 2pi) can be
made to correspond with those defined on T2 under a simple
change of the variables. A function f(eit, eis) of finite energy
can be expanded as an infinite series of the basic functions in
the tensor product of two Fourier systems [34], viz.,
f(eit, eis) =
∑
−∞<k,l<+∞
ckle
i(kt+ls),
where the coefficients ckl are defined by
ckl =
1
4pi2
∫ pi
−pi
∫ pi
−pi
f(eit, eis)ei(kt+ls)dtds k, l = 0,±1, . . . ,
where ∑
−∞<k,l<+∞
|ckl|2 <∞.
We adopt the notation (f ⊗ g)(z, w) = f(z)g(w).
For any real-valued signal f of finite energy with its Fourier
coefficients ckl,−∞ < k, l <∞, we define
f+,+(eit, eis)
def
=
∑
k,l>0
ckle
i(kt+ls),
f+,−(eit, eis) def=
∑
k>0,l60
ckle
i(kt+ls),
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f−,+(eit, eis) def=
∑
k60,l>0
ckle
i(kt+ls),
f−,−(eit, eis) def=
∑
k60,l60
ckle
i(kt+ls),
and, accordingly, the Hardy space [35]
H2(T2) = {f ∈ L2(T2) : f(eit, eis) = f+,+(eit, eis),
where f+,+(eit, eis) def=
∑
k,l>0
ckle
i(kt+ls)}.
Then for a real-valued f ∈ L2(T2), there holds
f(eit, eis) =f+,+(eit, eis) + f+,−(eit, eis) + f−,+(eit, eis)
+f−,−(eit, eis)− F (eit)−G(eis)− c00
=2Re{f+,+}(eit, eis)
+2Re{[f(ei(·), e−i(·))]+,+}(eit, e−is)
−F (eit)−G(eis)− c00,
(2)
where
F (eit) =
1
2pi
∫ pi
−pi
f(eit, eis)ds, G(eis) =
1
2pi
∫ pi
−pi
f(eit, eis)dt.
To validate (2) we first compute the difference
f(eit, eis)−[f+,+(eit, eis) + f+,−(eit, eis)
+f−,+(eit, eis) + f−,−(eit, eis)].
(3)
By considering the terms involving k = 0 or l = 0, we obtain
f(eit, eis)−[f+,+(eit, eis) + f+,−(eit, eis)
+f−,+(eit, eis) + f−,−(eit, eis)]
=−
∑
−∞<k<∞
ck0e
ikt −
∑
−∞<l<∞
c0le
ils − c00
=− F (eit)−G(eis)− c00.
Since f is assumed to be real-valued, we have
ckl = c−k −l.
There holds
f+,+ = f−,−, f+,− = f−,+.
Those imply
f+,+(eit, eis)+ f+,−(eit, eis)+ f−,+(eit, eis)+ f−,−(eit, eis)
= 2Re{f+,+}(eit, eis)+2Re{[f(ei(·), e−i(·))]+,+}(eit, e−is),
and thus conclude (2).
We note that F and G are square-integrable functions on
the unit circle, and the analysis of F and G are based on their
respective Hardy space projections onto the unit circle [11].
The relation in (2) shows that the analysis of real-valued 2D-
signals of finite energy may be reduced to that of the functions
in the 1D or 2D Hardy spaces H2(D) and the Hardy space
H2(D2). The relation (2) will have crucial applications in the
2D-AFD algorithms. f+,+(eit, eis) and f+,−(eit, eis) are, in
fact, the non-tangential boundary limits of the Hardy spaces
in D× D and D× D¯c [36].
A. Two Dimensional Adaptive Fourier Decomposition
For analytic functions of several complex variables, it is not
feasible to establish an AFD theory following the procedure
of 1D-AFD. The critical obstacle is that there are no objects
analogous with Blaschke product and backward shift operator
in higher dimensions [37]. The tensor product of two 1D-TM
system (see Section I) is, therefore, employed. The parallel
theory with the general n-fold tensor product of the 1D-
TM systems is also available for higher dimensions. Detailed
proofs can be found in [3].
Denoted by BaN and BbM the two finite 1D-TM systems in
the unit disc with respectively the parameter vectors a and
b, where a = {a1, a2, . . . , aN} and b = {b1, b2, . . . , bM}.
In below, a and b are also allowed to be infinite sequences.
In the infinite sequences case, we write Ba and Bb instead
of BaN and BbM . For Bak ∈ BaN and Bbl ∈ BbM , there holds
Bak ⊗Bbl ∈ BaN ⊗BbM . BaN ⊗BbM is an orthonormal system in
L2(T2). When the sequences a and b contain infinitely many
elements, BaN⊗BbM is written as Ba⊗Bb. It can be shown that
when Ba and Bb are two bases of H2(T), then BaN ⊗BbM is a
basis of H2(T2). We will in the sequel also write B{a1,...,ak}
for Bak and B{b1,...,bl} for B
b
l .
For a 2D signal f ∈ H2(T2), denote the N -partial sum
SN (f) =
∑
16k,l6N
〈f,Bak ⊗Bbl 〉Bak ⊗Bbl =
N∑
k=1
Dk(f),
Dk(f) = Sk(f)− Sk−1(f). (4)
For a fixed k0 ≤ N and the previously fixed a1, a2, . . . , ak0−1
and b1, b2, . . . , bk0−1 in D,
‖Dk0(f)‖2 =
∑
max{k,l}=k0
|〈f,Ba˜k ⊗Bb˜l 〉|2, (5)
where a˜ = {a1, a2, . . . , ak0−1, a} and b˜ =
{b1, b2, . . . , bk0−1, b}, a ∈ D, b ∈ D.
The parameters ak0 and bk0 are selected to make (5) attain
its maximal value among all possible selections of a and b
inside the unit disc. Then a = {a1, a2, . . . , ak0−1, ak0} and
b = {b1, b2, . . . , bk0−1, bk0}. The feasibility of such selections
ak0 and bk0 is proved in [3], called the 2D maximal selection
principle.
At the above the maximal selection of each pair (ak, bk) it
is shown in [3] that
lim
N→∞
SN = f,
which can be alternatively written
f =
∑
16k,l6∞
〈f,Bak ⊗Bbl 〉Bak ⊗Bbl . (6)
The above mentioned theory is named as the two-dimensional
AFD of the product-TM system type, or Product AFD in
brief. Note that SN (f) is a N2-terms approximation to f . The
parameter selection at the N -th step is to obtain the maximal
energy of the right-hand-side of (5) consisting of 2N−1 terms.
In numerical experiments, the signal notation F represents
the discrete values of a function f(eit, eis) ∈ H2(T). Then
(6) corresponds to its discrete form where the inner product
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is computed approximately through the complex matrix com-
putation
〈f,Bak ⊗Bbl 〉 ≈
1
mn
Bak
T
F Bbl . (7)
where Bak and B
b
l are, respectively, the discrete values of B
a
k
and Bbl , and m and n are, respectively, the number of the
discretization points of t and s.
For representing the parameters a and b in (5), the points
set D˜ is drawn on a grid mesh in D :
D˜ = {a˜ : a˜ = x+ iy, |x|2 + |y|2 < 1, and x = t˜
Nt
, y =
s˜
Ns
where t˜ = 1−Nt, 2−Nt, . . . ,−1, 0, 1, . . . , Nt − 1,
s˜ = 1−Ns, 2−Ns, . . . ,−1, 0, 1, . . . , Ns − 1,
Nt, Ns ∈ Z+.}
(8)
Then (a, b) is selected in D˜2 in our numerical experiments.
Under the maximal selection principle, our algorithm aims
to obtain an FN , the square-sum of N2 terms, to approximate
F, precisely,
FN =
1
mn
∑
16k,l6N
Bak
T
F Bbl B
a
k(B
b
l )
T =
N∑
k=1
Dk,
Dk = Fk − Fk−1.
For the previously fixed a1, a2, . . . ak0−1 and b1, b2, . . . bk0−1,
(ak0 , bk0) are selected to satisfy
(ak0 , bk0) = arg max
(a,b)∈D˜2
‖Dk0‖2,
‖Dk0‖2 =
∑
max{k,l}=k0
|Ba˜k
T
F Bb˜l |2.
The above discussion is summarized in Algorithm 1.
Algorithm 1 2D Adaptive Fourier Decomposition of the
product-TM system type (Product AFD)
1: function AFD(F, N, D˜2)
Initialization:
2: iteration counter k ←1
3: TM system Ba˜1 ,B
b˜
1 , where a˜ = a, b˜ = b, (a, b) ∈ D˜2
Selection:
4: for k 6 N do
5: Vk ← ‖Dk(F)‖2 for all (a, b) ∈ D˜2
6: (ak, bk)← arg max
(a,b)∈D˜2
{Vk}
7: a = {a1, a2, . . . , ak−1, ak}
8: b = {b1, b2, . . . , bk−1, bk}
9: end for
10: FN =
1
mn
∑
16k,l6N B
a
k
T
F Bbl B
a
k(B
b
l )
T ,
11: residuals rN ← F− FN
12: return a,b,FN , rN
13: end function
Remark 1: The composing basic element Bak⊗Bbl becomes
the Fourier basis function ei(kt+ls) by setting all the parame-
ters to be zero. In such case Algorithm 1 reduces to multiple
Fourier series expansion.
The above F is complex-valued. For a real-valued function
f ∈ L2(T), the decomposition of f is relying on the relation
(2). Denoted by p = 1, 2, . . . ,m and q = 1, 2, . . . , n the
discrete value of t ∈ [0, 2pi) and s ∈ [0, 2pi) respectively.
Denoted by F+,+,F+,−,F−,+,F−,− the discrete value of
f+,+, f+,−, f−,+, f−,− in (2). Denoted by F the discrete
value of f . The discrete form of (2) is:
F =F+,+ + F+,− + F−,+ + F−,− − F0 −G0 − c˜00
=2 Re{F+,+}+ 2 Re{[F(·,−·)]+,+} − F0 −G0 − c˜00
(9)
where
F0 =
1
m
m∑
p=1
F(p, q), G0 =
1
n
n∑
q=1
F(p, q),
c˜00 =
1
mn
m∑
p=1
n∑
q=1
F(p, q).
It allows us to implement Algorithm 1 to decompose F+,+ and
[F(·,−·)]+,+. However, the values of F+,+ and [F(·,−·)]+,+
are unknown. Next we show that F contains sufficient infor-
mation to obtain the decomposition of F+,+ and [F(·,−·)]+,+.
Denoted by Ep,k the discrete points of eikt, t ∈ [0, 2pi)
viz., eik2pi
p
m , p = 1, 2, . . . ,m. Denoted by Eq,l the discrete
points of eils, t ∈ [0, 2pi), viz., eil2pi qn , q = 1, 2, . . . , n. Let
F˜ = F+F0 +G0 + c˜00. It define accordingly the form F˜+,+
by definition,
F˜+,+ =
1
mn
∑
k,l>0
Ep,k
T
F˜ Eq,lEp,k(Eq,l)
T .
Since F˜ = F+,+ + F+,− + F−,+ + F−,−,
F˜+,+ =
1
mn
∑
k,l>0
Ep,k
T
F+,+ Eq,lEp,k(Eq,l)
T
+
1
mn
∑
k,l>0
Ep,k
T
F+,− Eq,lEp,k(Eq,l)T
+
1
mn
∑
k,l>0
Ep,k
T
F−,+ Eq,lEp,k(Eq,l)T
+
1
mn
∑
k,l>0
Ep,k
T
F−,− Eq,lEp,k(Eq,l)T
By taking the definition of F+,+,F+,−,F−,+,F−,− into the
equation above, there holds
Ep,k
T
F+,− Eq,l = 0
Ep,k
T
F−,+ Eq,l = 0
Ep,k
T
F−,− Eq,l = 0.
(10)
We therefore obtain F˜+,+ is equal to F+,+, viz.,
F˜+,+ =
1
mn
∑
k,l>0
Ep,k
T
F++ Eq,lEp,k(Eq,l)
T = F++.
It means that F+,+ can be directly defined by F˜,
F+,+ =
1
mn
∑
k,l>0
Ep,k
T
F˜ Eq,lEp,k(Eq,l)
T . (11)
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Due to the relation
Bak
T
F+,− Bbl = 0
Bak
T
F−,+ Bbl = 0
Bak
T
F−,− Bbl = 0.
(12)
F+,+ can be approximated by
F˜+,+N =
1
mn
∑
16k,l6N
Bak
T
F˜ Bbl B
a
k(B
b
l )
T , (13)
Similarly, for approximating [F(·,−·)]+,+, we need
F˜(·,−·). As F˜ is a period function with respect to q, there
holds F˜(p,−q) = F˜(p, n − q). Similar to (13) the square-
sum of N2 terms to approximate [F˜(p,−q)]+,+, denoted by
[F˜(·,−·)]+,+N , is the decomposition of [F˜(p, n − q)]+,+ into
N2 terms.
Product AFD on real-valued signals is summarized in the
following Algorithm 2. In fact, any decomposition method
established on H2 can be applied to a real-valued function
in L2 through implementing Algorithm 2.
Algorithm 2 Product AFD to a real-valued signal in L2
input:
F: 2D real-valued digital signal of size m× n;
D˜2: The sets of the parameters;
N: Approximation level.
output:
a,b, c,d: The parameters;
F˜N : Approximation result;
rN : Relative error.
1: procedure AFD2IMAGE(F, N, D˜2)
Initialization:
2: Compute F0,G0, c˜00
3: F˜← F+ F0 +G0 + c˜00
4: F˜(·,−·)← F˜(·, n− ·)
Decomposition:
5: (F˜+,+N ,a,b)← AFD(F˜, N, D˜2)
6: ([F˜(·,−·)]+,+N , c,d)← AFD(F˜(·,−·), N, D˜2)
Reconstruction:
7: Reconstruct F˜N by (9)
8: residuals rN ← F− F˜N
9: end procedure
B. Greedy Algorithm and Orthogonal Greedy Algorithm
To practically implement greedy algorithm (GA), maximal
selection principle can be adopted and take a weaker form,
that is by letting a weakness sequence τ = {tk}∞k=1, where tk
between 0 and 1. Such tk amounts to making a near-maximal
selection at k-th step. This modification of greedy algorithm
is named as weak greedy algorithm (WGA) [8], [9]. Let H
be a general Hilbert space, and D a dictionary of H, viz., for
every ψ ∈ D, ‖ψ‖ = 1, and spanD = H. For f ∈ H, WGA
provides a greedy expansion as
f =
∞∑
j=1
〈fτj , ψτj 〉ψτj , (14)
where the standard remainder
fτj = f
τ
j − 〈fτj , ψτj 〉ψτj ,
and ψτj ∈ D is selected to satisfying
|〈fτj , ψτj 〉| > tj sup
ψ∈D
|〈fτj , ψ〉|.
In the experiment part of this paper, WGA works on the
product-Szego˝ dictionary
A = {ea ⊗ eb : a, b ∈ D}, (15)
where ea and eb are elements in the Szego˝ dictionary DS
(see Section I). It can be verified that A is a dictionary of
the H2 space on the 2-torus. Every element function of A is
a tensor product of two 1D parametrized Szego˝ kernels. For
this particular case, WGA coincides with GA. For a 2D signal
f ∈ H2, let the residual g˜1 = f . One has
f(z, w) =
n−1∑
k=1
〈g˜k, eak ⊗ ebk〉eak ⊗ ebk + g˜n(z, w), (16)
where g˜n is the standard remainder. (ak, bk) is selected by
(ak, bk) = arg max
(a,b)∈D2
{|〈g˜k, ea⊗ eb〉| : a, b ∈ D}. (17)
Finally, it holds
f =
∞∑
k=1
〈g˜k, eak ⊗ ebk〉eak ⊗ ebk . (18)
However, the k-th component is the best one term approxima-
tion of g˜k but it is not necessarily the best approximation from
the subspace spanned by the first k components. Following
such an idea, the algorithm named as weak orthogonal greedy
algorithm (WOGA) was established in Hilbert space [7]. For
f ∈ H, WOGA constructs the orthogonal standard remainder
fo,τj = f − PHτj (f), Hτj := span(ψo,τ1 , . . . , ψo,τj )
and ψo,τj ∈ D is selected to satisfying
|〈fo,τj , ψo,τj 〉| > tj sup
ψ∈D
|〈fo,τj , ψ〉|.
In WOGA after the selection of a tn-optimal dictionary
element against the n-th orthogonal standard remainder we
perform an orthogonal projection of the n-th orthogonal stan-
dard remainder onto the span of all the n selected dictionary
elements and thus to the smallest possible (n+ 1)-th orthog-
onal standard remainder. This selection-orthogonal projection
process results in speeding up the approximation, as shown in
the experiments (see Section IV and V).
Under the product-Szego˝ dictionary A, WOGA coincides
with OGA. Gram-Schmidt procedure is applied along with
each selected eak ⊗ ebk . For f ∈ H2(D2), let u1 = ea1 ⊗ eb1 ,
one has
f =
∞∑
k=1
〈gk, uk〉
‖uk‖2 uk, uk = eak⊗ebk−
k−1∑
l=0
〈eak ⊗ ebk , ul〉
‖ul‖2 ul,
(19)
where gk is the k-th orthogonal remainder.
The first step of OGA is the same as GA. For k > 1,
it holds that 〈gk, uk〉 = 〈g˜k, eak ⊗ ebk〉 and 0 < ‖uk‖ 6
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1. Then at every step OGA uses the best approximation on
the span{ea1 ⊗ eb1 , ea2 ⊗ eb2 , . . . , eak ⊗ ebk}. Defining the
approximation error by the norm of the difference between
original function and the k-partial sum of the approximation,
the errors bounds of GA and OGA were compared in [6]–[9],
[38].
C. Pre-Orthogonal Greedy Algorithm
Pre-orthogonal greedy algorithm (Pre-OGA) is proposed in
[3] as a new type of GA. For f ∈ H, weak pre-orthogonal
greedy algorithm (WPre-OGA) is given by
f =
n−1∑
j=1
〈f, ξj〉ξj + gn, (20)
where {ξ1, ξ2, . . . , ξj} is the Gram-Schmidt orthogonalization
of the j-system {ψ1, ψ2, . . . , ψj} , j = 1, 2, . . . , n−1, and gn
is the orthogonal standard remainder. For each j, ψj is selected
to satisfy the Pre-Orthogonal t-maximal selection principle
|〈gj , ξj〉| ≥ t sup
{∣∣∣〈gj , ξψj 〉∣∣∣ : ψ ∈ D} , t ∈ (0, 1], (21)
where ξψj = 0 if ψ ∈ span {ψ1, ψ2, . . . , ψj−1}, oth-
erwise
{
ξ1, ξ2, . . . , ξj−1, ξ
ψ
j
}
is the orthogonalization of
{ψ1, ψ2, . . . , ψj−1, ψ}. In [3] we proved the convergence
f =
∞∑
j=1
〈f, ξj〉ξj . (22)
Under some boundary conditions, we can have t = 1, and, in
the case, the corresponding algorithms is phrased as Pre-OGA.
Below we will provide the analysis of such case in detail.
We further assume that H is a reproducing kernel Hilbert
space [36], [39], and D is the dictionary consisting of the
normalized reproducing kernels ψ = κa, where κa is smoothly
parametrized by a in some open set A of Cm. For y ∈ H, we
have, in particular,
〈f, κa〉 = N(a)f(a),
where N(a) is the normalizing constant to make ‖κa‖ = 1. It
can be shown that under the below cited Assumption 1, (21) is
able to reach its maximum with t = 1 through the parameter
selection. Repeating selections of the parameters are allowed,
that corresponds to higher-order directional derivatives of κa
with respect to a direction at approach to a.
Assumption 1: For any j and a1, a2, . . . , aj−1 ∈ A,
lima→∂A |〈gj , ξκaj 〉| = 0. The actual implementation of Pre-
OGA may require the same condition for the some orders of
directional derivatives ∂vκa.
The underlying mechanism is as follows (also see [3]). Due
to Assumption 1, the next optimal κaj would be attainable at
an interior point a of A. There are two separate cases. One
is that κaj is not in the linear span of κa1 , ..., κaj−1 . In the
case κaj is an optimal selection for ψj . The second case is
that κaj is in the linear span of κa1 , ..., κaj−1 . In such case,
we choose a sequence a(k) → aj , where for each k, κa(k) is
not in the span of κa1 , ..., κaj−1 , and in the process, where
a(k) → aj , the sequence κa(k) gives rise to the maximum of
(21) for t = 1. In the Gram-Schmidt orthogonalization process,
due to the relation
κaj −
j−1∑
l=1
〈κaj , ξl〉ξl = 0, (23)
for each k, we have
κa(k) −
∑j−1
l=1 〈κa(k) , ξl〉ξl
‖κa(k) −
∑j−1
l=1 〈κa(k) , ξl〉ξl‖
=
(κa(k) − κaj )−
∑j−1
l=1 〈κa(k) − κaj , ξl〉ξl
‖(κa(k) − κaj )−
∑j−1
l=1 〈κa(k) − κaj , ξl〉ξl‖
=
κ
a(k)
−κaj
‖a(k)−aj‖ −
∑j−1
l=1 〈
κ
a(k)
−κaj
‖a(k)−aj‖ , ξl〉ξl
‖κa(k)−κaj‖a(k)−aj‖ −
∑j−1
l=1 〈
κ
a(k)
−κaj
‖a(k)−aj‖ , ξl〉ξl‖
.
(24)
Taking limit k →∞, we have
lim
k→∞
κa(k) −
∑j−1
l=1 〈κa(k) , ξl〉ξl
‖κa(k) −
∑j−1
l=1 〈κa(k) , ξl〉ξl‖
=
(∂vκa)(aj)−
∑j−1
l=1 〈(∂vκa)(aj), ξl〉ξl
‖(∂vκa)(aj)−
∑j−1
l=1 〈(∂vκa)(aj), ξl〉ξl‖
(25)
being the last term of the orthonormal j-system
{ξ1, ξ2, . . . , ξj−1, (∂vκa)(aj)}, where ∂vκa denotes the
directional derivative of κa along the tangential direction
of a(k) → aj . It means that when κaj is in the span
of the former κal , l = 1, ...j − 1, we use its directional
derivative (∂vκa)(aj) instead of κaj in the Gram-Schmidt
orthogonalization process.
We denote by Dj the function set consisting of all possible
normalized directional derivatives of the functions in Dj−1,
where we let D0 = D. The completion of the dictionary D is
denoted D˜, defined as D˜ = ∪∞j=1Dj .
In the H2(D) space under the dictionary constituted by the
normalized Szego˝ kernels, the Assumption 1, for the dictionary
elements as well as for their directional derivatives of any order
is met. We note that since the κaj = limk→∞ κa(k) can never
be a non-trivial linear combination of κal , l = 1, ..., j− 1 [3],
there follows κaj = κal , for some l = 1, ..., j − 1. In such
case the above orthogonal process generates
1 , . . . , zm0−1,
1
1− a1z , . . . ,
1
(1− a1z)m1 , . . . , (26)
1
1− anz , . . . ,
1
(1− a1z)mn , n = 1, 2, . . . ,
where the multiple mj of aj , 1 6 j 6 n, induces the (m−1)-
th derivatives of the corresponding Szego˝ kernel. The Gram-
Schmidt orthogonalization of (26) gives rise to the TM system
{B1, B2, . . . , Bn} parametrized directly by {a1, a2, . . . , an}.
Finally, we arrive at an important observation that in the 1D
unit disc context the Pre-OGA under the Szego˝ dictionary DS
is identical with 1D-AFD.
In numerical experiments, the algorithm to realize 2D-Pre-
OGA on a complex-valued digital signal F is Algorithm 3
as given below. Here we take D0 = A, the product-Szego˝
dictionary in (15).
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Algorithm 3 Pre-OGA on the product-Szego˝ dictionary (2D
Pre-OGA)
1: function PRE-OGA(F, N, D˜2)
Initialization:
2: iteration counter k ←1
3: Dictionary A on the parameters set D˜2
4: The set of the selected parameters P is empty, p = 0.
5: Approximation result FN = 0
Selection:
6: for k 6 N do
7: Vk ← |〈F, ξψ(a˜,b˜)k 〉|, ξ
ψ(a˜,b˜)
k ∈ Ak.
8: (ak, bk)← arg max
(a˜,b˜)∈D˜2
{Vk}
9: FN = FN + 〈F, ξk〉ξk,where ξk = ξψ(ak,bk)k
10: if (ak, bk) 6∈ P then
11: p = p+ 1, P[p]← (ak, bk)
12: else
13: ψ(ak,bk) ← ∂vψ(ak,bk) in A
14: end if
15: Ak+1 = {ξψk+1 : ξψk+1 = GS(ψ,{ξl}kl=1), ψ ∈ A}.
. GS is Gram-Schmidt orthogonalization
16: end for
17: residuals rN ← F− FN
18: return a,b,FN , rN
19: end function
Similar with the OGA case, Pre-OGA is obviously the
optimal strategy at the one-step selection over all the other
strategies. This however does not theoretically guarantee the
fastest convergence of Pre-OGA due to incomparability over
remainders generated by different strategies. The experiments
in section VI and V on the other hand show that Pre-OGA
indeed practically give rise to the fastest convergence among
all the compared algorithms.
III. NEW ERROR BOUND ESTIMATIONS FOR OGA AND
PRE-OGA
Let H be a complex Hilbert space equipped with a dictio-
nary D. For M > 0, define
H(D,M) ={f ∈ H : ∃ ψ˜k ∈ D, k = 1, 2, . . . ,
f =
∞∑
k=1
ckψ˜k,
∞∑
k=1
|ck| 6M}.
(27)
By limiting f in H(D,M), the convergence rate of the energy
of the remainder can be estimated.
Under the principle of WOGA, f ∈ H(D,M) is of the form
f =
∞∑
k=1
〈f, uk〉uk, uk :=
ψ
(o)
k − PHk−1(ψ(o)k )
‖ψ(o)k − PHk−1(ψ(o)k )‖
, (28)
where PHn−1 denotes the orthogonal projection operator
onto Hn−1 := span{ψ(o)1 , ψ(o)2 , . . . , ψ(o)n−1}, fk = f −∑k−1
l=1 〈f, ul〉ul, ψ(o)k is selected such that
|〈fk, ψ(o)k 〉| > tk sup
ψ∈D
|〈fk, ψ〉|, tk ∈ (0, 1]. (29)
Under the principle of WPre-OGA, f ∈ H(D,M) is of the
form
f =
∞∑
k=1
〈f,Bk〉Bk, (30)
where Bk is selected out from {Bψk }ψ∈D, such that
|〈fk, Bk〉| > tk sup{|〈fk, Bψk 〉| : ψ ∈ D}, tk ∈ (0, 1],
(31)
where {B1, . . . , Bk−1, Bψk } is the orthonormalization of
{ψ(p)1 , ψ(p)2 . . . , ψ(p)k−1, ψ} and B1 = ψ(p)1 .
Note that for tk ∈ (0, 1), the selection is always possible.
For tk = 1, a selection satisfying (29) and (31) may be
impossible.
Under our definition, the error bound of weak orthogonal
greedy algorithm (WOGA) in [8], [9] is
‖fn‖ 6 M√
1 +
∑n−1
k=1 t
2
k
, (32)
where {tk}∞k=1, 0 < tk < 1, is a given sequence called the
weak parameters.
In [7] the error bound of OGA (tk = 1) is
‖fn‖ 6 M√
n
. (33)
In [3], the error bound of WPre-OGA (t = tn ∈ (0, 1)) is
‖fn‖ 6 RmM
t
1√
n
, (34)
where Rm = max{r1, . . . , rn}, rn = sup
k≥1
{rn(ψ˜k)}, rn(ψ˜k) =
‖ψ˜k −
∑n−1
l=1 〈ψ˜k, Bl〉Bl‖, ψ˜k’s are referred to (27).
The above estimations will be improved in the following
subsection.
A. New Error Bound of WOGA
The error bounds of WOGA can be refined as follows.
For a given f ∈ H(D,M) and a realization ψ(o)1 , ψ(o)2 , . . .
of the WOGA, we denote
v2n = ‖ψ(o)n − PHn−1(ψ(o)n )‖2
= ‖ψ(o)n ‖2 − ‖PHn−1(ψ(o)n )‖2 < 1.
(35)
The insight for the magnitude of vn is that lim
n→∞vn = 0. Then
it follows, due to the weak maximal selection of ψ(o)n
‖fn+1‖2 =‖fn − 〈fn, un〉un‖2
=‖fn‖2 − |〈fn, un〉|2
=‖fn‖2 − v−2n |〈fn, ψ(o)n 〉|2
6‖fn‖2 − v−2n (tn sup
ψ∈D
|〈fn, ψ〉|)2.
(36)
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As fn ∈ H, it holds
|〈fn, f〉| =|〈fn,
∞∑
k=1
ckψ˜k〉|
6
∞∑
k=1
|ck| sup
k>1
|〈fn, ψ˜k〉|
6
∞∑
k=1
|ck| sup
ψ∈D
|〈fn, ψ〉|
=M sup
ψ∈A
|〈fn, ψ〉|.
(37)
Namely,
sup
ψ∈D
|〈fn, ψ〉| > |〈fn, f〉|
M
=
‖fn‖2
M
. (38)
The last equality is due to the relation of the orthogonality
〈fn, f − fn〉 = 0. Then we have
‖fn+1‖2 6‖fn‖2(1− ( tn
vn
)2
‖fn‖2
M2
). (39)
It remains to use the following lemma [8], [9].
Lemma 1: Let {am}∞m=1 be a sequence of non-negative
numbers satisfying the inequalities,
a1 6 A, t1 = 1, am 6 am−1(1−
t2m−1am−1
A
), m = 2, 3, . . .
Then we have for each m,
am 6
A
1 +
∑m−1
k=1 t
2
k
.
By using Lemma 1, we obtain the newer error bound for
WOGA
‖fn‖ 6M(1 +
n−1∑
k=1
(
tk
vk
)2)−
1
2 . (40)
The last estimation is an improvement of (32) as (35) holds.
The new bound (40) suggests the following additional
criterion for selection of an element ψ(o)m ∈ D at the m-th
iteration. At the greedy step of the m-th iteration choose out
of those ψ(o)m , which satisfy the weak greediness assumption
(29), the one with the smallest vm.
B. New Error Bounds of WPre-OGA
In this subsection, we will deduce a sharper error bound
estimation for WPre-OGA similar to (34).
1) Estimation in H(D,M): We have the following equal-
ity:
‖fn+1‖2 =‖fn − 〈fn, Bn〉Bn‖2
=‖fn‖2 − |〈fn, Bn〉|2.
(41)
where Bk =
ψk−PHn−1 (ψk)
‖ψk−PHn−1 (ψk)‖
.
The estimation of |〈fn, Bn〉| can be given from the selection
principle as
|〈fn, Bn〉| >tn sup
ψ∈D
|〈fn, Bψn 〉|
>tn sup
k>1
|〈fn, Bψ˜kn 〉|
=tn sup
k>1
|〈fn, ψ˜k〉|
rn(ψ˜k)
> tn
rn
sup
k>1
|〈fn, ψ˜k〉|
(42)
and rn = max
k>1
{rn(ψ˜k)}, rn(ψ˜k) = ‖ψ˜k − PHn−1(ψ˜k)‖.
Similar to the first inequality in (37), for f ∈ H(D,M) we
have
sup
k>1
|〈fn, ψ˜k〉| > |〈fn, f〉|
M
=
‖fn‖2
M
.
Taking the result into (41) and (42), it is obtained that
‖fn+1‖2 6‖fn‖2(1− ( tn
rn
)2
‖fn‖2
M2
). (43)
The bound of WPre-OGA under Lemma 1 is as
‖fn‖ 6M(1 +
n−1∑
k=1
(
tk
rk
)2)−
1
2 , tk ∈ (0, 1]. (44)
At this point, we would like to comment that WPre-OGA is
able to reach tn = 1 at each step, if the dictionary is suitably
enlarged. We adopt the concept complete dictionary ([3])
induced from D into consideration. The complete dictionary
induced from D is
D˜ = ∞∪
k=0
Dk, (45)
where Dk, k = 1, 2, . . . , is the function set consisting of all
possible normalized directional derivatives of the functions in
Dk−1 and D0 = D. In the following content, we will use a new
sub-classes of functions in H defined in terms of the complete
dictionary D˜, for the error bound estimation of Pre-OGA.
2) Estimation in H(D˜, N): The sub-classes of functions
are given as
H(D˜, N) = {f ∈ H, ∃ B˜k, k = 1, 2, . . . ,
f =
∞∑
k=0
dkB˜k, B˜k ∈
k∪
l=0
Dl,
∞∑
k=0
|dk| 6 N}. (46)
With regards to the selection principle (42), now the supremum
value is attainable at an element ψ˜ ∈ D˜. This fact needs a
proof, and in fact, is proved in [3], in which the completed
dictionary is introduced. And, we have,
|〈fn, Bψ˜n 〉| = max
ψ∈D
|〈fn, Bψn 〉|. (47)
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Table I: The real part of F1, F9 and F25 and remainders after 25-terms approximation
Algorithm FS GA OGA Product AFD 2D-Pre-OGA
F1
F9
F25
Remainder r25
For f ∈ H(D˜,M), it holds
|〈fn, f〉| =|〈fn,
∞∑
k=1
dkB˜k〉|
6
∞∑
k=1
|dk|max
k>1
|〈fn, B˜k〉|
6
∞∑
k=1
|dk|max
ψ∈D
|〈fn, Bψn 〉|
=N max
ψ∈D
|〈fn, Bψn 〉|.
(48)
Namely,
max
ψ∈D
|〈fn, Bψn 〉| >
|〈fn, f〉|
N
=
‖fn‖2
N
.
Then we have
‖fn+1‖2 6‖fn‖2(1− ‖fn‖
2
N2
). (49)
Using Lemma 1 for t ≡ 1, we obtain the newer error bound
‖fn‖ 6 N√
n
. (50)
Remark 2: Let H be a complex Hilbert space equipped with
a dictionary D. D˜ is the complete dictionary induced from D.
Let f ∈ H(D,M)∩H(D˜, N). Let Mf , Nf be respectively the
infimum M and the infimum N such that f ∈ H(D,M) and
f ∈ H(D˜, N). Then N 6 M . With regards to this, although
(33) and (50) are the same type of estimates, (50) is a better
one.
IV. EXPERIMENTS ON A FUNCTION WITH TWO
VARIABLES
To implement our algorithms, we take a signal of two
variables as the tensor product of two 1D signals. Obviously,
H2(T) ⊗ H2(T) ⊂ H2(T2). Aiming to take the singular
measure into the consideration, we add a Dirac type point
mass at −i into a 1D signal. Then, the 2D function f is given
as
f(z, w) = f1 ⊗ f2, z = eit, w = eis, (51)
where
f1(z) =
4z2(1 + 0.02z)
(1 + 0.7z)
e
z+i
z−i , f2(w) =
4w2(1 + 0.02w)
(1 + 0.7w)
.
(52)
Figure 1: The real part of the original function with corresponding
colormap
f(z, w) is sampled by 128× 128 points on T2 evenly. The
real part of the discrete signal F is shown in Fig 1. By utilizing
193 grid points spaced evenly in the unit disc as options of
the parameters, the N -term approximation result FN from
five algorithms be computed numerically in Matlab2012b. All
results take the same colorbar with the original signal. Note
that within these decompositions, at m-th step Product AFD
yields m2 terms that other algorithms need m2 steps to reach.
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Figure 2: Relative Error rN
FD is implemented by setting all parameters in Algorithm 1
to zeros. Table I shows the real parts of F1, F9 and F25
from five algorithms respectively. Remainders after 25 steps
are listed at the bottom of Table I. dB is used as the units of
the relative error rN .
From rN in Figure 2, we find that rN of FD begins to fall
from 9-terms. This can also be observed from the expression
of f(z, w). Four adaptive algorithms select the same dictionary
element at the first step, which is better than the one from FD.
It accounts for the selection of the basic functions in DS which
facilitates the acquisition of proper energy. The approximation
of Product AFD surpasses all the other algorithms. Among all
algorithms, GA performs at an average level. It can be said that
Product AFD is the best one among these methods from the
standpoint of energy approximation. This may also be caused
by the tensor product structure of the signal f(z, w).
V. EXPERIMENTS ON AN IMAGE
We conduct experiments of image signal decompositions
with Product AFD, 2D-Pre-OGA, GA, OGA, and FD. Through
visual perception and three numerical indicators, the recon-
struction capacity is evaluated subjectively and objectively.
Histogram comparison is conducted among the normalized
histogram of the approximation results. The difference be-
tween the histogram of the reconstructed image H1 and one
of the original image H2 can be quantitated by Bhattacharyya
distance d [40], [41], where
d =
√
1−
∑√
H1H2√∑
H1
∑
H2
.
A histogram views image pixel as being independent of
each other since it omits the corresponding relationship. Such
objective evaluation then appears to have great difference
from subjective evaluation [42], [43]. To compensate this
situation, two more parameters are used to evaluate the quality
of reconstructed image: Peak Signal to Noise Rate (PSNR)
and Quality Assessment (QA, viz. Mean Structural SIMilarity
(MSSIM)). The PSNR views image pixels as independent
variables, too. QA, however, offers a global measurement.
The definition of PSNR is
PSNR = 10× log L× L
MSE
,
Table II: Bhattacharyya distance between the histograms of the
N -terms approximation results and the original image
N GA FD Product AFD OGA 2D-Pre-OGA
1 0.6379 0.6213 0.6436 0.6376 0.6376
16 0.7637 0.7696 0.7901 0.8107 0.7992
64 0.8178 0.8194 0.8247 0.8374 0.8456
256 0.8368 0.8516 0.8678 0.8684 0.8763
MSE =
1
M ×N
N∑
i=1
M∑
j=1
(F[i, j]− F˜N [i, j])2.
(M,N) is the size of image F. L is the maximum value of the
image pixels. Because the original image ’bird’ is 8 bits image,
L = 255. The definition of QA can be found in [44]. We take
the weight in QA an 11 × 11 circular-symmetric Gaussian
weighting function with
∑N
i=1 ωi = 1.
The original image is a 64× 64 PNG photo as Fig. 3. The
reconstruction results F˜1, F˜16, F˜64 and F˜256 are shown in
Table III. The remainders after 256 steps from five methods
are given by its logarithm.
From the direct observation of these approximation results,
the first term approximations of these algorithms coincide with
each other, but except FD. The stripes on F˜1 are generated
from F0 and G0 in equation (9). The approximation results
of 2D-Pre-OGA become more and more clear with increasing
of N . GA generates blur results even with 256-terms approx-
imation. The Bhattacharyya distances between the histograms
are shown in Table II. Histogram comparison is a convenient
method of easy computation. PSNR and QA are shown in
Fig. 4 and 5, respectively. After the approximations with
256 components, Pre-OGA reaches 30dB PSNR as the best
result. Similarly, QA of 2D-Pre-OGA maintains its advantage.
Product AFD and OGA are very close referring to QA.
VI. CONCLUSION
This paper includes mainly three correlative works of
multi-dimensional AFDs. In the first part, we reformulate
the AFD theory in view of their algorithms, on the 2-
torus. We propose the computerized numerical realization of
Product AFD and 2D-Pre-OGA. The numerical realization of
Product AFD and 2D-Pre-OGA are phrased as, respectively,
Algorithms 1 and Algorithm 3. Algorithm 2 is preserved to
the realization of applying the mentioned algorithms to real-
valued signals. The idea of these numerical methods can be
generalized to the numerical computation of multi-dimensional
AFDs. In the second part, Product AFD, 2D-Pre-OGA, GA,
OGA, and FD have been illustrated by toy and real image
examples. The experiment results show that for a function
with singularity and decentralized energy distribution, FD
cannot yield a satisfactory convergence. It is possible that FD
produces better results than that of the GA with sufficient
terms. The orthogonalization involving dictionary elements
selections, that is OGA, Product AFD, and 2D-Pre-OGA
achieve better approximation in adaptive approximations. The
comparisons drawn from the experiments indicate that Product
AFD and Pre-OGA are preferable approximation methods.
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Table III: F1, F16, F64, F256, and the logarithm of the remainder after 256-terms approximation
Algorithm FS GA OGA Product AFD Pre-OGA
F˜1
F˜16
F˜64
F˜256
log10(r256)
Figure 3: The
original image: bird Figure 4: PSNR Figure 5: QA
Without a Gram-Schmidt orthonormalization progress, Product
AFD decomposes a signal into a rational orthogonal system,
which can be implemented from an explicit expression with
less numerical instability and less computation complexity.
Intrinsically, Product AFD inherited non-negative frequency
processing and fast energy convergence rate from 1D-AFD.
In the experiments, the 2D-Pre-OGA generates better results,
merely at a cost of time. The last part but not the least, we
proposed new and sharper estimations for the error bounds of
OGA and Pre-OGA. Through comparative analysis, the weak
type of Pre-OGA can reach t = 1 during approximation, but
the weak type of GA and OGA cannot.
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